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Abstract

We consider the problem of minimizing total completion time in a two�machine
�owshop� We present a heuristic with worst�case bound ��������	 where � and �
denote the minimum and maximum processing time of all operations� Furthermore	
we analyze four special cases
 equal processing times on the �rst machine	 equal
processing times on the second machine	 processing a job on the �rst machine takes
time no more than its processing on the second machine	 and processing a job on
the �rst machine takes time no less than its processing on the second machine� We
prove that the �rst special case is NP�hard in the strong sense and present an
O�n logn� approximation algorithm for it with worst�case bound ��� we show that
the other three cases are solvable in polynomial time�

���� Mathematics Subject Classi�cation �Revision �����
 ��B��
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� Introduction

We consider the two�machine �owshop problem� which is described as follows� There are
two machines� M� and M�� that are continuously available from time zero onwards for
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processing a set of n independent jobs J � fJ�� � � � � Jng� Each machine can handle no
more than one job at a time� Each job consists of a chain of two operations� that is�
the second operation cannot be started before the �rst one has been completed� The
�rst 	second
 operation of each job Jj has to be executed by machine M� 	M�
 during
a given uninterrupted time Aj 	Bj
� Without loss of generality� we assume Aj and Bj

	j � �� � � � � n
 to be integral� Note that all jobs go through the machines in the same
order� A schedule � speci�es a completion time Cij	�
 for the ith operation 	i � �� �
 of
each Jj 	j � �� � � � � n
 such that the above conditions are met� The completion time Cj	�

of job Jj is then equal to C�j	�
� We omit the argument � if there is no confusion possible
as to the schedule to which we are referring� Our objective is to minimize total completion
time� that is�

Pn
j�� Cj� Following the three��eld notation scheme introduced by Graham�

Lawler� Lenstra� and Rinnooy Kan 	���
� we denote this problem as F�jj
P
Cj�

This problem was �rst studied by Ignall and Schrage 	����
� who present a branch�
and�bound algorithm for this problem based on two lower bounds� Conway� Maxwell�
and Miller 	���
 show that for this problem it su�ces to optimize over all permutation
schedules with no idle time on the �rst machine� a permutation schedule is a schedule
in which both machines process the jobs in the same order� Kohler and Steiglitz 	���

present two approximation algorithms for this problem and computational results for
instances with up to �� jobs� Gonzalez and Sahni 	���
 provide an approximation
algorithm for the m�machine problem and show that it has worst�case performance ratio
m� that is� this algorithm is guaranteed to produce a schedule with cost no more than
m times the cost of an optimal schedule� Rajendran and Chaudhuri 	����A� ����B

present a number of re�nements of Gonzalez and Sahni�s algorithm� These algorithms
have been analyzed by Smutnicki 	����
� who provides some �bad� instances to establish
a lower bound on their worst�case performance ratio� Garey� Johnson� and Sethi 	���

provide justi�cation of using approximation algorithms by establishing NP�hardness in
the strong sense of the problem� Van de Velde 	����
 applies Lagrangian relaxation to
the problem� he proves that his lower bound generalizes and dominates the two bounds
by Ignall and Schrage� Hoogeveen and Van de Velde 	����
 show that this bound can
be strengthened by addressing the corresponding slack variable problem� Ahmadi and
Bagchi 	����
 also provide a lower bound that dominates one of the bounds proposed by
Ignall and Schrage� this bound is improved by Della Croce� Narayan� and Tadei 	����
�
who also provide a strengthening of the other bound of Ignall and Schrage� They survey
all lower bounds known in the literature and provide an extensive empirical comparison
of these bounds�

In Section �� we prove that for m � � the worst�case performance ratio of the ap�
proximation algorithm by Gonzalez and Sahni is equal to ���	� � �
� where � denotes
the minimal processing time of all �n operations and � denotes the maximal processing
time of all �n operations� this is a slight improvement over the bound of � established by
Gonzalez and Sahni� We also analyze four special cases�
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� Equal processing times of all jobs on M�� that is� A� � � � � � An� In Section ��
we show that this problem is NP�hard in the strong sense� and we present an
approximation algorithm for it that is guaranteed to deliver a solution with cost at
most ��� times the cost of an optimal schedule�

� Equal processing times of all jobs on M�� that is� B� � � � � � Bn� In Section �� we
show that this problem is solvable in O	n log n
 time�

� The processing of any Jj on M� takes time no less than its processing on M�� that
is� Aj � Bj for j � �� � � � � n� In Section �� we show that this problem is solvable in
O	n log n
 time�

� The processing of any Jj on M� takes time no more than its processing on M�� that
is� Aj � Bj for j � �� � � � � n� In Section �� we show that this problem is solvable in
O	n�
 time�

� Worst case behavior for the general case

In this section� we analyze the worst�case behavior of the approximation algorithm pre�
sented by Gonzalez and Sahni 	���
 for the m�machine �owshop problem and show that
in case of two machines its worst�case performance ratio is equal to ���	�� �
� where �
and � denote the minimal and maximal processing time of all �n operations�

The approximation algorithm proceeds by reindexing the jobs in order of nondecreasing
	Aj �Bj
� settling ties arbitrarily� and by subsequently scheduling the jobs in that order
on M� and M� such that unnecessary machine idle time is avoided� This leads to the set
of completion times

C�� � A�� C�� � A� �B�� and

C�j � C��j�� �Aj� C�j � maxfC��j��� C�jg�Bj� for j � �� � � � � n�

Note that this approximation algorithm runs in O	n log n
 time and that the resulting
schedule is a permutation schedule with no idle time on M� between the execution of the
jobs�

In order to analyze the worst�case behavior of the algorithm� we need two preliminary
results� which are stated in Lemmas � and ��

Lemma � Let �� be an optimal schedule� Then

nX
j��

Cj	�
�
 �

�
� nX
j��

		n� j � �
	Aj �Bj

 �
nX

j��

Bj � n min
��j�n

fAjg

�
� ���
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Proof� Consider any schedule �� Let J�j� denote the job that occupies the jth position
in �� C�j�� A�j�� and B�j� are de�ned accordingly� We derive the lower bound stated
in the lemma by combining two lower bounds� The �rst of these stems from C���j� �

maxfC���j���� C��j�g �B�j� � C���j��� �B�j�� which implies that C�j� � A��� �
Pj

k��B�k�� for
j � �� � � � � n� hence�

nX
j��

C�j� � nA��� �
nX

j��

jX
k��

B�k� � nA��� �
nX

j��

	n� j � �
B�j��

The second lower bound comes from C��j� � maxfC���j���� C��j�g�B�j� � C��j��B�j�� which

implies that C�j� �
Pj

k��A�k� �B�j�� for j � �� � � � � n� hence�

nX
j��

C�j� �
nX

j��

jX
k��

A�k� �
nX

j��

B�j� �
nX

j��

	n� j � �
A�j� �
nX

j��

B�j��

Adding up these bounds yields

�
nX

j��

Cj	�
 �
nX

j��

	n � j � �
	A�j� �B�j�
 � nA��� �
nX

j��

B�j� �

nX
j��

	n� j � �
	Aj �Bj
 � n min
��j�n

fAjg�
nX

j��

Bj�

as the term
Pn

j��	n� j ��
	A�j��B�j�
 is minimized by matching the largest 	A�j��B�j�

value to the smallest multiplication factor� and so on 	recall that we have reindexed the
jobs according to nondecreasing 	Aj �Bj

� The lemma follows immediately� �

Lemma � We have that

jBk �Ak��j � 	Ak�� �Bk��
	� � �
�	� � �
�

for k � �� � � � � n� ��

Proof� First� consider the case that jBk � Ak��j � Bk �Ak��� suppose to the contrary
that Bk � Ak�� � 	� � �
	Ak�� � Bk��
�	� � �
 for some k� Hence� Bk � Ak�� �
	���
	Ak �Bk
�	���
� as Ak�� �Bk�� � Ak �Bk� this inequality can be rewritten as
��Bk � 	���
Ak�	���
Ak��� Since� 	���
Ak�	���
Ak�� � 	���
��	���
� �
���� we obtain the contradiction that Bk � �� The case that jBk � Ak��j � Ak�� �Bk

can be dealt with similarly� �

Theorem � The approximation algorithm determines a schedule with cost no more than
���	� � �
 times the cost of an optimal schedule� and this bound can be approximated
arbitrarily closely�
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Proof� First� we prove that the heuristic never delivers a schedule with cost more than
���	�� �
 times the cost of an optimal solution� We have C� � A� �B� and

Cj � Bj �maxfC�j� C��j��g � Bj �maxfC��j�� �Aj� C��j�� �maxfAj� Bj��gg

� Bj �maxfC��j��� C��j��g�maxfAj� Bj��g � A� �
j��X
k��

maxfBk� Ak��g�Bj�

for j � �� Using the equality �maxfBk� Ak��g � Bk �Ak�� � jBk �Ak��j� we get� after
rearranging the terms� that

�Cj �
jX

k��

Ak �
jX

k��

Bk �A� �Bj �
j��X
k��

jBk �Ak��j �j � �� � � � � n�

from which� after regrouping� follows that

�
nX

j��

Cj � 	W � nA� �
nX

j��

Bj �
n��X
j��

jX
k��

jBk �Ak��j
�

where W �
Pn

j��	n � j � �
	Aj �Bj
� Using Lemma �� we obtain

�
nX

j��

Cj � 	W � nA� �
nX

j��

Bj
 � 	W � n	A� �B�

	� � �
�	� � �
�

Rewriting the right�hand side� we obtain that

�
nX

j��

Cj � W 	���	� � �

 �
nX

j��

Bj � nA�	���	� � �

�

Since �A� � �� � �min��j�n Aj� we obtain the inequality

�
nX

j��

Cj � 	���	� � �

	W �
nX

j��

Bj � n min
��j�n

Aj
�

and the desired worst�case bound then follows immediately from Lemma ��
Second� we show that the bound ���	���
 is tight in the limit� Consider the following

instance� There are �m jobs J�� � � � � J�m with processing times Aj � �� Bj � � for
j � �� � � � �m and Aj � � and Bj � � for j � m� �� � � � � �m� Since Aj � Bj is equal for
all jobs� our heuristic may schedule the jobs in any order� Suppose we execute the jobs in
the order 	�� �� � � � � �m
� the resulting schedule has cost equal to ��m� � 	� � ��
m� An
optimal schedule has the jobs executed in the order 	m��� ��m��� �� � � � � �m�m
� it has
cost 	� � �
m� � 	� � ��
m� The ratio goes to ���	� � �
 for m�	� �
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� Equal processing times on the �rst machine

In this section� we present an approximation algorithm with worst�case bound ��� for
F�jAj � Aj

P
Cj� First� we justify our using an approximation algorithm by proving that

the problem is NP�hard in the strong sense�

��� Strong NP�hardness proof for F�jAj � Aj
P
Cj

Theorem � The problem of deciding whether for a given instance of the F�jAj � Aj
P
Cj

problem there exists a schedule with cost no more than a given threshold value y is NP�
complete in the strong sense�

Proof� Our proof is based upon a reduction from the problem Numerical Matching
with Target Sums or� in short� Target Sum� which is known to be NP�hard in the
strong sense 	Garey and Johnson� ���
�

Target Sum
Given two multisets F � ff�� � � � � fqg and G � fg�� � � � � gqg of positive integers and a
target vector 	h�� � � � � hq
� where

Pq
j��	fj � gj
 �

Pq
j�� hj� is there a partition of the set

F 
 G into q disjoint sets T�� � � � �Tq� each containing exactly one element from each of F
and G� such that the sum of the numbers in Tj equals hj� for j � �� � � � � q�

Consider any instance of Target Sum� Since an equivalent problem is obtained by
adding a constant to each gj and hj� we may assume without loss of generality that
gi � �

Pq
j�� fj� for i � �� � � � � q� We construct the following instance of F�jAj � Aj

P
Cj�

Let A be some positive integer with A � max��j�q hj� Each fj 	j � �� � � � � q
 corresponds
to an F �job with AFj

� A and BFj
� A�fj � Each gj 	j � �� � � � � q
 corresponds to a G�job

with AGj
� A and BGj

� A � gj � Each hj 	j � �� � � � � q
 corresponds to an H�job with
AHj

� A and BHj
� A� hj� Furthermore� there are three E�jobs� E�� E�� and E�� with

processing time A on the �rst and A�M on the second machine� where M � �
Pq

j�� hj�
The threshold is equal to y � 	�q� � �q � ��
A�� � �M � �

Pq
j�� fj �

Pq
j�� gj �

Instead of analyzing this problem� we rather analyze F�jAj � Aj
P
Qj with the addi�

tional constraint that there is no machine idle time on M� between the execution of the
jobs� Qj denotes the delay time of Jj� that is� the time that elapses between its comple�
tion on M� and its start on M�� For each job Jj� we have C�j � C�j � Bj � Qj� which
implies that

P
Cj �

P
C�j �

P
Bj �

P
Qj� Since

P
C�j is constant for each schedule

with no idle time on M�� there exists a schedule for F�jAj � Aj
P
Cj with cost no more

than y if and only if there exists a schedule for F�jAj � Aj
P
Qj with cost no more than

�y � �
Pq

j�� fj �
Pq

j�� gj � �M �
Suppose that Target Sum is answered a�rmatively� Consider the permutation

schedule F���� G����H�� � � � � F�q�� G�q��Hq� E�� E�� E� without any avoidable idle time on M��
where F�j� and G�j� are the jobs corresponding to the elements in Tj 	j � �� � � � � q
� this
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F��� G��� H� F��� G��� H� � � �

F��� G��� H� F��� G��� H� � � �

� � � F�q� G�q� Hq E� E� E�

� � � F�q� G�q� Hq E� E� E�

Figure �� Optimal schedule for a �yes��instance

schedule is depicted in Figure �� A straightforward computation shows that this schedule
has total delay time no more than �y�

Conversely� suppose that there exists a schedule � for F�jAj � Aj
P
Qj with total

delay time no more than �y� Without loss of generality� we assume that E��E�� and E� are
processed in this order in �� First� we will show that the E�jobs are processed last in ��

Suppose to the contrary that the E�jobs are not last in �� Consider any job J�j�
	j � �� � � � � �q � �
� We have

Q�j� � C��j� �B�j� � C��j� � C���j��� � 	C���j��� �A
 � Q�j��� �B�j��� �A�

hence� the jobs immediately scheduled after E�� E�� and E� have delay time greater than
or equal to M � �M �

Pq
j�� hj � and �M �

Pq
j�� hj � Therefore� if E� has a successor� then

X
Qj	�
 � �M � �

qX
j��

hj � �M � ��
qX

j��

hj � �M � �
qX

j��

fj �
qX

j��

gj � �y�

which is a contradiction� Similarly� if E� has a successor other than E�� then
P
Qj	�
 �

�M � �
Pq

j�� hj � �M � �
Pq

j�� hj � �y� and if E� has a successor other than E� and E��
then

P
Qj	�
 � �M � �

Pq
j�� hj � �M � �

Pq
j�� hj � �y� These contradictions show that

the E�jobs are last in �� Hence� we have that the total delay time of E� and E� amounts
to at least �M �

Moreover� any immediate successor Jj of job Gi 	i � �� � � � � q
 faces an unavoidable
delay time of size Qj � gi� and the immediate successor Jk of Jj also has Qk � gi� unless
Jj is an H�job� Since the E�jobs are last in �� any other job has at least three successors�





Suppose that some Gi is not followed by an H�job in �� Then the total delay time of
the immediate successors of all G�jobs amounts to no less than

Pq
j�� gj� and the second

successor of Gi has delay time at least equal toM�gi if it is E� and to gi� otherwise� Since
the delay time of E� is greater than or equal to �M � we have that the combined delay
time of the immediate successors of the G�jobs� of the E�jobs� and of the second successor
of Gi� where we avoid double counting� amounts to no less than �M �

Pq
j�� gj � gi � �y�

which is a contradiction� Hence� each G�job has an H�job as its immediate successor�
which implies that no F �job has an H�job as its immediate successor� Therefore� the
delay time of each immediate and each second successor of any job Fj is no less than fj�

As a result� we have that each fj occurs at least twice in
P
Qj	�
� both in the delay

time of the immediate successor and the second successor of Fj� that each gj occurs at least
once in

P
Qj	�
� and that

P
Qj	�
 contains a term �M � So �y is completely accounted for�

and we are not allowed to have any additional delay time� This implies that if any Fj has
a second successor that is not an H�job� then fi will be accounted for at least three times
in
P
Qj	�
� and accordingly

P
Qj	�
 will exceed �y� Hence� � must have the following

form� it starts with q triples in which an F �job is scheduled �rst� a G�job second� and an
H�job third� followed by the E�jobs� It follows straightforwardly that each triple should
have total processing time equal to �A on the second machine in order to let

P
Qj	�
 not

exceed �y� A solution that answers Target Sum a�rmatively is readily derived from ��
Since the reduction is clearly achieved in polynomial time and the decision variant of

F�jAj � Aj
P
Qj is a member of NP� we have that F�jAj � Aj

P
Qj is NP�hard in

the strong sense� Since F�jAj � Aj
P
Qj and F�jAj � Aj

P
Cj are identical but for a

constant� it follows immediately that F�jAj � Aj
P
Cj is NP�hard in the strong sense�

�

��� Worst�case behavior for the special case Aj � A

In this subsection� we show that the worst�case performance of Gonzalez and Sahni�s
heuristic for the problem F�jAj � Aj

P
Cj is equal to ��� and that this bound is tight�

We start by showing that for this heuristic ��� is the best worst�case bound we can
hope for�

Lemma � The worst�case performance ratio of the heuristic for F�jAj � Aj
P
Cj is at

least equal to ����

Proof� Consider the following instance J of F�jAj � Aj
P
Cj with n � �m jobs� where

m is an arbitrary integer� The �rst �m jobs� the short jobs� consist of two operations with
processing time � and �� the second �m jobs� the long jobs� consist of two operations with
processing times � and ��

It is readily veri�ed that the heuristic produces a permutation schedule without any
avoidable idle time in which the short jobs occupy the �rst �m positions and the long jobs
the last �m positions� In contrast� any optimal schedule starts with m triples containing

�



a long job followed by two short jobs� after which the remaining long jobs follow� LetP
Cj	J 
 and

P
C�
j 	J 
 denote the total completion time of the heuristic schedule and

the optimal schedule� A straightforward computation shows that
P
Cj	J 
�

P
C�
j 	J 
 �

	��m� � �m
�	�m� � ��m
� this ratio goes to ��� if we let m go to in�nity� �

Given this lower bound on the worst�case performance ratio� we proceed our analysis by
characterizing the properties of an instance J that attains the worst�case bound� once we
have fully characterized J � we can compute the worst�case bound by computing

P
Cj	J 


and
P
C�
j 	J 
�

Without loss of generality� we assume A � �� Note that the processing times on the
second machine then do not have to be integral anymore�

Lemma � Let J denote any instance of F�jAj � �j
P
Cj such that

P
Cj	J 
�

P
C�
j 	J 


is maximal over all instances� Then every job Jj � J has either Bj � � or Bj � ��

Proof� Suppose to the contrary that this is not the case� let Ji be the �rst job in the
heuristic solution for J with � 	 Bi � �� As the heuristic schedules the jobs in order of
nondecreasing Bj value� all predecessors of Ji in the heuristic solution have Bj � �� Let
J � denote the instance of F�jAj � �j

P
Cj that results when Ji is replaced by a job Jk

with Ak � � and Bk � �� We have that
P
C�
j 	J

�
 �
P
C�
j 	J 
�Bi� since a schedule with

this cost is determined by replacing Ji by Jk in the optimal schedule for J � If we replace
Ji with Jk in the solution produced by the heuristic for J � then we get the schedule that
the heuristic would produce for J � 	except for possibly some swaps of identical jobs
� as
all predecessors of Ji in the heuristic solution have Bj � �� Moreover� the completion
times of all other jobs remain the same� Hence�

P
Cj	J �
 �

P
Cj	J 
 � Bi� Combining

these inequalities gives thatP
Cj	J �
P
C�
j 	J �


�

P
Cj	J 
�BiP
C�
j 	J 
�Bi

�

P
Cj	J 
P
C�
j 	J 


�

which contradicts the assumption� �

From now on� we shall refer to the jobs with Bj � � as the short jobs� The other jobs
are referred to as the long jobs� Let m and r denote the number of short and long jobs
in a given instance� Given an arbitrary permutation schedule �� let J�j� denote the jth
	j � �� � � � � r
 long job in �� let C���j� and C���j� denote its completion time on M� and M��

Lemma 	 Any permutation schedule �� possibly with some idle time on M�� can be trans�
formed into a permutation schedule 
 with

P
Cj	

 �

P
Cj	�
 that satis�es the following

conditions�

�� 	 C���j� � C���j��� 	 � for all j � �� � � � � q � �� and 	�


C���j� � C���j��� for all j � q� � � � � r � �� 	�


where J�q� is the last long job in 
 that is succeeded by a short job�

�



Proof� De�ne �j � C���j��C���j��� 	j � �� � � � � r��
� Let J�k� be the �rst job in � that does
not satisfy conditions 	�
 and 	�
� First� suppose that �k � �� If there are no short jobs
processed on M� after J�k���� then we just insert the proper amount of idle time to obtain
�k � �� this does not increase total completion time� If there is a short job processed
after J�k���� then we do not increase total completion time if we move it to immediately
before J�k���� thereby increasing C���k��� by � and decreasing �k by �� Furthermore� this
move does not a�ect the �j values of the long jobs before J�k�� Proceeding in this fashion�
we obtain �k 	 ��

Second� suppose that �k � ��� that is� J�k� has been completed by M� at the time
J�k��� starts on M�� If there is idle time on M� between J�k� and J�k���� then we put J�k���

earlier on M� such that� either C���k��� � C���k�� or until no idle time is left� Only the
latter case is of interest� suppose that still �k � ��� Note that then all jobs in between
J�k� and J�k��� are short jobs� We apply the following adjustment� We interchange J�k�
and the short job that immediately succeeds it� which we denote by J�� Since �k � ���
the interchange has no e�ect on J�k���� Let � and 
 denote the schedule before and after
the interchange� respectively� To compute the e�ect on the total completion time� we
distinguish between two situations� depending on whether in � J�k� is started by M� as
soon as M� �nishes J�k��� or as soon as M� �nishes J�k�� We start with the �rst situation�
in which C���k��� � C���k��B�k� � C���k�� We will derive an expression for the di�erence in
total completion time between � and 
 in terms of the completion times in �� when no
argument is mentioned� then we are referring to �� See Figure � for an illustration�

�




�k � �� �k�

�k� � � � � h � � � �k � ��

�k � �� �k�

� �k� � � � h � � � �k � ��

Figure �� Interchanging J�k� and J�� situation �

The only jobs a�ected by the interchange are J�k� and the short jobs after J�k� up to
and including Jh� where Jh is the last job in � that is completed before time C���k� � ��
For J�� we have

C�	�
� C�	

 � C���k� � C���k��� � B�k��

��



For J�k� and the short jobs between J�k� and Jh� of which there are bC���k� � C���k�c� the
e�ect is equal to

C���k�	�
� C���k�	

 � C���k��� �B�k� � 	C���k� � � �B�k�
 � C���k��� � C���k� � ��

The number of jobs a�ected in this way amounts to bC���k� � C���k�c� Job Jh is either not
a�ected by the interchange 	if C���k�	

 � C��h	�

� or delayed by C���k�	

� C��h	�
� In
any case�

C��h	�
� C��h	

 � C���k�	

� C��h	�
 �

C���k� � bC���k� � C���k�c� � � 	C���k� � � �B�k�
 � bC���k� � C���k�c �B�k��

Hence�
nX

j��

Cj	�
�
nX

j��

Cj	

 � bC���k� � C���k�c	C���k��� �C���k� � �
 � bC���k� �C���k�c �

bC���k� � C���k�c	C���k��� � C���k�
�

The �rst component amounts to at least bB�k�c � �� the second one is positive by assump�
tion� Hence� the total completion time of 
 is smaller than the total completion time of �
in this case� Note that �k�� has decreased by �� but since it was positive 	C���k��� � C���k�
�
it is still within bounds� The interchange has increased �k by �� if still �k � ��� then we
perform a similar interchange� which leads us to situation ��

Recall that then C���k���	�
 � C���k�	�
� We perform a similar computation� and we
�nd that J� is completed C���k�	�
� C���k�	�
 � B�k� units of time earlier� that bB�k� � �c
short jobs and J�k� �nish one time unit later� and that one short job �nishes B�k����dB�k�e
time units later 	if B�k� is integral� then we do not count the last one
� The total e�ect is
equal to zero� but it increases C���k�	�
 by one and hence increases �k by one� Proceeding
this way� we obtain �k � ��� The operation increases �k��� however� but we can get
�k�� within the desired bounds by applying our interchange argument to J�k���� Since no
higher indexed �j value is a�ected� we eventually obtain a permutation schedule that is
at least as good in which the �rst k long jobs satisfy conditions 	�
 and 	�
�

By repeating this procedure� we �nally obtain a permutation schedule with no higher
total completion time in which all long jobs satisfy conditions 	�
 and 	�
� �

To simplify the analysis� we show that the ratio between the cost of the heuristic solu�
tion and a lower bound on the optimal cost never exceeds ���� this result together with
Lemma � shows that the heuristic has worst�case ratio ���� The bound on the optimal
cost is derived by adjusting the objective function� by allowing preemption of the short
jobs� and by allowing an instance of our original problem to contain one �dustbin� job�

The objective function is adjusted in the following way� Consider any permutation
schedule � satisfying conditions 	�
 and 	�
� Then we have that

nX
j��

Cj	�
 � N�	N� � �
�� �
qX

j��

	Nj � �
C���j�	�
 �
rX

j�q��

C���j�	�
�

��



where Nj 	j � �� � � � � q
 is de�ned as the number of short jobs that are processed between
J�j� and J�j���� and N� is de�ned as the number of short jobs that are processed before
J����

We adjust the objective function to

MZ	�
 � bn�cb	n� � �
c�� � 	n� � bn�c
dn�e�
qX

j��

	nj � �
C���j� �
rX

j�q��

C���j��

where nj 	j � �� � � � � q
 is de�ned as the total amount of work of short jobs executed
between J�j� and J�j��� on M�� and n� is de�ned as the total amount of work of short jobs
executed before J��� by M��

Note that
P
Cj � MZ for any permutation schedule that satis�es conditions 	�
 and 	�
�

We now allow preemption of the short jobs�

Lemma 
 If preemption of the short jobs is allowed� then without increasing the total
completion time� any permutation schedule satisfying conditions ��	 and �
	 can be trans�
formed into a schedule in which

C���j� � C���j��� for all j � �� � � � � r � �� 	�


Proof� Let � denote any permutation schedule that satis�es conditions 	�
 and 	�

but that does not satisfy condition 	�
� As a �rst adjustment� we move all short jobs
forward as much as possible without changing the completion times of the long jobs� This
de�nitely does not increase the MZ value� and as the completion times of the long jobs
remain unchanged� the resulting permutation schedule still satis�es conditions 	�
 and 	�
�
Call this schedule � again� there is no idle time on M� until the last short job has been
completed�

Suppose that there exists a long job J�j� in � such that C���j� � C���j���� let J�k� be the
�rst one� We increase C���k��� by transferring pieces of the short jobs with a total length
of C���k� � C���k��� from behind J�k��� to immediately before J�k��� on M�� If there are
no more short jobs scheduled after J�k���� then just use idle time� This operation never
increases the cost MZ� and we continue until C���j� � C���j��� for all j � �� � � � � r��� Note
that there still is no idle time on M� before the completion of the last short job by M��

Next� suppose that C���j� 	 C���j��� for some long job J�j�� let J�k� be the �rst one� If
there is idle time on M� between the execution of J�k� and J�k���� then we move J�k���

forward until� either we run out of idle time� or C���k��� � C���k�� which ever happens �rst�
As we are done in the latter case� we assume that C���k� 	 C���k��� and that M� is busy
processing short jobs between J�k� and J�k���� hence� nk � C���k��� � � � C���k�� We make
C���k� equal to C���k��� by postponing J�k�� we move pieces of short jobs with total length
equal to C���k��� � C���k� � � from immediately after J�k� to immediately before J�k��

Let 
 denote the resulting schedule� We distinguish between two situations� k � �
and k � �� We derive an expression for MZ	�
�MZ	

 in terms of the completion times

��



and nj values in �� We only mention terms in which something has changed� We start
with k � �� see Figure � for an illustration of this case� For the jobs that are processed
before J��� in � and 
� we get the following expression for MZ	�
 �MZ	

� where n�
refers to ��

�




��� ���

n� ��� n� ���

��� ���

n� �� ��� n� �� ���

Figure �� Transferring � from after J��� to before J���

MZ	�
�MZ	

 � bn�c	bn�c� �
�� � 	n� � bn�c
dn�e�

bn� ��c	bn� ��c� �
�� � 	n� ��� bn� ��c
dn�e�

If bn�c � bn� ��c� then this expression can be rewritten as

MZ	�
�MZ	

 � ��dn� ��e� 	�


If bn�c � bn� ��c � �� then it equals

MZ	�
�MZ	

 � dn�e � n� � dn�e���� 	�


For the jobs that are processed between J��� and J��� in � and 
� we get

MZ	�
�MZ	

 � 	n� � �
C����� � 	n� � ���
	C����� ��
 � �	n� � �
� 	�


since C����� �� � n� � n� � �� Combining 	�
 and 	�
� we �nd

MZ	�
�MZ	

 � �	n� � � � dn� ��e
 � ��

since bn�c � bn���c� which implies that� either dn���e � dn�e� or dn���e � 	n���

in case n� is integral� The combination of 	�
 and 	�
 leads to

MZ	�
�MZ	

 � 	���
	dn�e � n�
 � ��

since � � C������ C����� 	 �� as � satis�es condition 	�
�

��



We now continue with the case k � �� By choice of k� C���k��� � C���k�� Therefore�

MZ	�
�MZ	

 � 	nk�� � �
C���k� � 	nk�� � � ��
C���k� �

	nk � �
	C���k��� ��
� 	nk � ���
C���k��� �

��C���k� � 	nk � �
� ��C���k��� � �	C���k��� � C���k� � nk � �
 � ��

This shows that such a move does not increaseMZ� It does increase C���k� by �� however�
which implies that then C���k� � C���k��� � �� if k � �� This can be easily dealt with� as
we then just postpone J�k��� by �� etc� Proceeding in this fashion we obtain a schedule
that satis�es condition 	�
 and that does not have higher MZ value than the original
schedule� �

Much to our regret� we need some more notation� Given any instance J � we denote the
value of the heuristic schedule by

P
Cj	J 
 and the minimal MZ value by MZ�	J 
� we

use MZ� to denote this value for an unspeci�ed instance�

Lemma � Let J denote an instance that maximizes the ratio
P
Cj�MZ� over all in�

stances� Then any schedule minimizing MZ for this instance must process the long jobs
contiguously on M� and must start the �rst long job on M� before time ��

Proof� Let 
 be a schedule that minimizes MZ for the instance J subject to the
conditions 	�
 and 	�
� As shown in Lemma �� we can modify it to obtain a schedule
� that satis�es condition 	�
� Since 
 minimizes MZ� it clearly contains no unavoidable
idle time on M�� as C���j� � C���j��� for j � �� � � � � r � �� the long jobs are processed
contiguously by M� in �� What is left to show is that the �rst long job in � starts before
time � on M��

Suppose that M� �rst processes an amount of n� of short jobs� Since the short jobs
are identical� we assume from now on that the short jobs are executed by M� in order of
index� possibly preempted by some long job� Suppose that n� � �� Let J � denote the
instance that we obtain by removing the �rst short job� say J�� from J � If we remove J�
from the schedule found by the heuristic for J and shift all jobs forward to close the gap
created by the removal of J�� then we obtain the heuristic schedule for J �� the di�erence
in cost is equal to the number of jobs in J � For MZ�� we gain at least the same amount
by replacing J with J �� as a schedule with cost MZ	�
 � jJ j is obtained by removing
J�� Through an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma �� we �nd that
the ratio

P
Cj�MZ� can be increased by replacing J with J �� which contradicts the

assumption� Hence� n� 	 �� �

We want to get rid of the portion of the short job that is executed by M� before J����
Thereto� we need our �nal relaxation� We relax the constraint that Aj � � for each job
Jj a little bit by allowing the existence of one dustbin job J�� This job consists of two
operations with processing times p� and �� where p� � IR with � � p� � �� We call such

��



an instance simply a relaxed instance� We will show that for a relaxed instance J the
ratio

P
Cj	J 
�MZ�	J 
 � ���� where we compute MZ�	J 
 subject to the additional

restrictions that the �rst long job must start at time zero on M� and that M� processes
the long jobs contiguously� These constraints are called the additional constraints from
now on� Whenever we consider a relaxed instance� we assume that the MZ� value for
this instance is computed subject to the additional constraints� We show in the next
lemma that for each pure instance there exists a relaxed instance with equal or higherP
Cj	J 
�MZ�	J 
 ratio� Since the minimal MZ value is a lower bound on the total

completion time� our result proves that for each instance of the original problem the
heuristic produces a schedule with total completion time no more than ��� times the
minimal total completion time� The combination of this result with the ��� example of
Lemma � then establishes the worst�case bound�

Lemma �� Let J be a �pure� instance that maximizes the ratio
P
Cj�MZ� over all �pure�

instances� Then there exists a relaxed instance J � such thatP
Cj	J �


MZ�	J �

�

P
Cj	J 


MZ�	J 

�

Proof� We have shown in Lemma � that the �rst long job starts at time n� 	 � in the
schedule � that minimizesMZ�	J 
� We construct J � by replacing the short job that starts
at time zero in � with a dustbin job with p� � � � n�� Just as in the proof of Lemma ��
we get that

P
Cj	J �
 �

P
Cj	J 
� n�jJ j� and that MZ�	J �
 �MZ�	J 
� n�jJ j� since

we can �nd a schedule that satis�es the additional restrictions with this cost by removing
the piece of the short job before the start of the �rst long job� �

Lemma �� Let J be a relaxed instance that maximizes
P
Cj�MZ�� There exists an

optimal schedule for J in which the long jobs are executed in order of nondecreasing Bj �

Proof� Let � denote a schedule that minimizes MZ�� Suppose to the contrary that
the long jobs are not in order of nondecreasing Bj� Then there exist two adjacent long
jobs J�i� and J�k� that are not in the right order� A straightforward computation shows
that interchanging J�i� and J�k� does not increaseMZ� and does not violate the additional
constraints� We proceed in this way until the long jobs are in the right order� �

Renumber the long jobs such that B��� � B��� � � � � � B�r�� Lemma �� implies that

MZ� �
qX

j��

	nj � �
C���j� �
rX

j�q��

C���j��

where C���j� � � �
Pj

i��B�i� for all j � �� � � � � r� nj � B�j� � � for j � �� � � � � q � �� and
nq � B�q� � ��

��



Lemma �� There exists a relaxed instance that maximizes the ratio
P
Cj�MZ� in which

B��� � � � � � B�q� � X�q � �� where X denotes the total length of the �rst operations of
the short jobs and the dustbin job�

Proof� Let J denote a relaxed instance that maximizes the ratio
P
Cj�MZ�� We prove

the lemma by showing that we can transform J into a relaxed instance that satis�es the
lemma without decreasing the ratio

P
Cj�MZ�� Let � denote an optimal schedule for J �

Suppose that X 	
Pq

j��	B�j� � �
� we will examine the e�ect of adding or removing
some amount � of short jobs� First� suppose that we add short jobs� Lemma �� implies
that the schedule that we obtain from � by putting the additional short jobs in the gaps
left on M� as far to the left as possible minimizesMZ� If � �

Pq
j��B�j��X� q� then J�q�

will remain the last long job followed by a piece of a short job� the increase in the MZ
value then amounts to

�C���q� � �	� �
qX

j��

B�j�
�

Through a similar computation� we �nd that a decrease of X by � �
Pq��

j��B�j� � q � �
leads to a decrease in MZ value of

�C���q� � �	� �
qX

j��

B�j�
�

Now consider the change in the value of heuristic solution� First� suppose that J contains
a dustbin job� Adding a piece of short job of length �� with � � 	� � p�
� increasesP
Cj	J 
 by �jJ j� Similarly� removing a piece of short job of length � 	� � p�
 decreasesP
Cj	J 
 by �jJ j� Let J � and J �� denote the instances that we get when we add and

remove � to J � de�ne P � 	� �
Pq

j��B�j�
� For the ratio of J � we �nd

P
Cj	J �


MZ�	J �

�

P
Cj	J 
 � �jJ j

MZ�	J 
 � �P
�

P
Cj	J 


MZ�	J 

� if

jJ j

P
�

P
Cj	J 


MZ�	J 

�

Similarly� we �nd thatP
Cj	J ��


MZ�	J ��

�

P
Cj	J 


MZ�	J 

� if

jJ j

P
	

P
Cj	J 


MZ�	J 

�

Since J achieves the maximumratio� jJ j�P must be equal to the ratio
P
Cj	J 
�MZ�	J 
�

Hence� we can add an amount of � � p� of short jobs and still have the maximum ratio�
Now consider the e�ect of adding or removing a piece of a short job with length � to an
instance that does not contain a dustbin job� let J � and J �� be the instances obtained
when adding and removing � to J � respectively� Through a similar computation� we �nd
that J � achieves a better ratio than J if

jJ j� �

P
�

P
Cj	J 


MZ�	J 

�

��



and that J �� achieves a better ratio than J if

jJ j

P
	

P
Cj	J 


MZ�	J 

�

It is hard for
P
Cj	J 
�MZ�	J 
 to be no more than jJ j�P and no less than 	jJ j� �
�P

at the same time� Hence� we must have X �
Pq

j��	B�j�� �
� in a similar fashion we show
that X �

Pq
j��	B�j� � �
�

What is left to show is that B��� � � � � � B�q�� Suppose to the contrary that
Pq

j��Bj �
X � q but that not all Bj 	j � �� � � � � q
 are equal� We will show that a replacement
of each Bj 	j � �� � � � � q
 by X�q � � simultaneously increases

P
Cj	J 
 and decreases

MZ�	J 
� which implies that J does not maximize the
P
Cj�MZ� ratio� contradiction�

Since
P
Cj	J 
 is equal to a constant plus qX �

Pq
j��	q � � � j
B�j�� equalizing

B���� � � � � B�q� increases
P
Cj	J 
� The contribution of the �rst q long jobs and all short

jobs 	including the dust bin job
 to MZ�	J 
 is equal to

B�	� �B�
 � � � ��Bq	� �
qX

j��

Bj
 �
qX

j��

Bj � 	
qX

j��

B�
j 
�� � 		

qX
j��

Bj

�
���

the right�hand side is minimized by choosing B� � � � � � Bq� Since the replacement of
Bj 	j � �� � � � � q
 by X�q � � does not a�ect the completion times of the other jobs� the
ratio

P
Cj	J 
�MZ�	J 
 is maximized� given X and q� by choosing Bj � X�q � � for

j � �� � � � � q� �

Lemma �� There exists a relaxed instance that maximizes the ratio
P
Cj�MZ� in which

B�q��� � � � � � B�r� � B����

Proof� Suppose to the contrary that B�j� � B��� for some j � fq � �� � � � � rg� ObservingP
Cj and MZ�� it follows immediately that decreasing B�j� to B��� decreases

P
Cj and

MZ� with the same amount� hence� this decrease increases the ratio
P
Cj�MZ�� �

Lemma �� For any relaxed instance J �
P
Cj	J 
�MZ�	J 
 � ����

Proof� The instance J is completely characterized by B���� q� and r� we replace B��� by
B to facilitate notation� The number of short jobs amounts to q	B � �
� without loss of
generality� we assume that there is no dust bin job� We �nd

X
Cj	J 
 �

q	B��
X
i��

i� r	q	B � �
 � �
 �
rX

i��

iB �

�q	B � �
	q	B � �
 � �
 � �qr	B � �
 � �r � r	r � �
B��� �

�B�q� � �Bq� � q� � qB � q � �Bqr� �qr � �r �Br� �Br��� �

�B�q� �B	��q� � q � �qr � r� � r
 � 	q� � q � �qr � �r
����

�



We further �nd

MZ�	J 
 � B	B � �
 �B	�B � �
 � � � ��B	qB � �
 � 	r � q
	qB � �
 �B
r�qX
i��

i �

��Bq �B�q	q � �
 � �	r � q
	qB � �
 �B	r � q
	r� q � �
��� �

��Bq �B�q� �B�q � �Bqr � �Bq� � �r � �q �Br� � �Bqr �Bq� �Br �Bq��� �

�B�	q� � q
 �B	r� � q� � r � q
 � 	�r � �q
����

Hence� we �ndP
Cj	J 


MZ�	J 

�
B�q� �B	��q� � q � �qr � r� � r
 � 	q� � q � �qr � �r


B�	q� � q
 �B	r� � q� � r � q
 � 	�r � �q

� 	


which we want to prove to amount to no more than ���� To this end� we compare the
expression in 	
 with ���� After performing a cross�multiplication� we �nd that the
following must hold to validate the bound�

B�	q� � �q
 �B	r� � �qr � �q� � r � q
 � 	�qr � �q� � �r � �q
 � �� 	�


Incorporating the inequality

B	r� � �qr
 � �qr � B

��
r �

�
�q �

�q

B

���
�
�
�q �

�q

B

��	
� ��q�

	B � �
�

B
�

we �nd that the left�hand side of 	�
 is equal to

B�	q� � �q
 �B	�q� � r � q
� �q� � �r � �q �B	r� � �qr
 � �qr �

�B�	q� � �q
 �B�	�q� � r � q
 � B	��q� � �r � �q
� �q�	B � �
���B �

�B�	q� � �q
 �B�	�q� � r � q
 �B	��q� � �r � �q
� �q���B �

q��B� � B� � ��B � ���B � ��B�q �B	r � q
 � 	�r � �q
� �

q��	B � �
	B � �
���B � ��B�q �B	r � q
 � 	�r � �q
� � ��

since B � � and r � q� �

Theorem �� The heuristic has worst�case bound equal to ��� and this bound can be
approximated arbitrarily closely� �

��



� Solvable cases

In this section� we present polynomial algorithms for three special cases� These are that
the processing times of all jobs on M� are equal� that is� B� � � � � � Bn� that each job
Jj needs at least as much time for processing on M� as it does on M�� that is� Aj � Bj

for j � �� � � � � n� and that the processing of any Jj on M� takes time no more than its
processing on M�� that is� Aj � Bj for j � �� � � � � n� Polynomial solvability of the �rst
special case has been shown by Van de Velde 	����
� Sarin and Eybl 	���
 solved the
second special case 	see Szwarc 	����

� For sake of completeness� we repeat their results
and present our own correctness proof�

Theorem �� The special case of F�jj
P
Cj in which B� � � � � � Bn � B is solved by the

permutation schedule without any avoidable idle time in which the jobs are processed in
order of nondecreasing Aj�

Proof� Reindex the jobs in order of nondecreasing Aj� where ties are settled arbitrarily�
Let � denote the corresponding schedule� due to the numbering� Jj occupies the jth
position in �� Let 
 denote an arbitrary schedule� let J�j� 	j � �� � � � � n
 denote the job
that occupies the jth position in 
�

We prove the theorem by showing that Cj	�
 � C�j�	

 for j � �� � � � � n� The proof is
based on induction� For j � �� we have that C�	�
 � A��B � A����B � C���	

� Suppose
that Cj	�
 � C�j�	

 for j � �� � � � � k� We have that Ck��	�
 � maxfCk	�
�

Pk��
j�� Ajg�B

and C�k���	

 � maxfC�k�	

�
Pk��

j�� A�j�g � B� Since
Pk��

j�� Aj �
Pk��

j�� A�j� and Ck	�
 �
C�k�	

� we have that Ck��	�
 � C�k���	

� �

Theorem �	 The special case of F�jj
P
Cj in which Aj � Bj for j � �� � � � � n is solved by

the permutation schedule without any avoidable idle time in which the jobs are processed
in order of nondecreasing Aj�

Proof� Reindex the jobs in order of nondecreasing Aj� where ties are settled arbitrarily�
Let � denote the corresponding schedule� Since Aj�� � Aj � Bj� we have that Cj �Pj

i��Ai �Bj for j � �� � � � � n� Hence�
Pn

j��Cj	�
 �
Pn

j��	n� j � �
Aj �
Pn

j��Bj� which
is known to be a lower bound on the minimal total completion time 	see the proof of
Lemma �
� �

We now address the special case in whichAj � Bj for j � �� � � � � n� we denote this problem
by F�jAj � Bjj

P
Cj� We reindex the jobs according to nondecreasing Bj� where ties are

settled according to nondecreasing Aj�
Consider an arbitrary schedule �� let J�j� 	j � �� � � � � n
 denote the job that occupies

the jth position in �� and let I�j� denote the total amount of idle time on M� before

J�j�� We have that C�j�	�
 �
Pj

i��B�i� � I�j�� If we use W�j� to denote
Pj

i��B�i�� then we
obtain

Pn
j�� Cj �

Pn
j�� C�j� �

Pn
j��	W�j��I�j�
� This implies that any optimal schedule for

��



F�jAj � Bjj
P
Cj must correspond to a Pareto optimal point for 	

Pn
j��W�j�� I���� � � � � I�n�
�

that is� there exists no other point 	
Pn

j��
�W�j�� �I���� � � � � �I�n�
 such that each component is

no more than the corresponding component of 	
Pn

j��W�j�� I���� � � � � I�n�
� We call a schedule
that corresponds to a Pareto optimal point a Pareto optimal schedule�

In theory� we can solve F�jAj � Bjj
P
Cj by identifying all Pareto optimal points

for 	
Pn

j��W�j�� I���� � � � � I�n�
� Unfortunately� the number of Pareto optimal points is not
polynomially bounded� and therefore enumerating all Pareto optimal points is no sensible
approach� However� since we can restrict ourselves to Pareto optimal schedules� we can
make use of the properties of the Pareto optimal schedules in our search for an optimum
schedule� which we will derive through a dynamic programming approach�

We now derive some properties of Pareto optimal points� A point can be Pareto
optimal only if it solves some problem of the form F�jAj � Bj � I�j� � Kj j

P
W�j�� where

the constraint I�j� � Kj indicates that the amount of idle time on M� before the start of
the job on the jth position should not exceed a given upper bound Kj � for j � �� � � � � n�
Since I�j� � I�j���� we assume that Kj � Kj��� for j � �� � � � � n� ��

We will show later how to compute the upper bound vectorK� that is minimal in every
component� To ensure feasibility with respect to the constraints I�j� � Kj � we suppose
that all upper bound vectors K � 	K�� � � � �Kn
 under consideration satisfy Kj � K�

j � for
j � �� � � � � n� Given such a K � 	K�� � � � �Kn
� we call a job Jk available for processing at
position j if assigning Jk to position j does not lead to an idle time period I�j� greater than

Kj � If the �rst j � � jobs are known� then Jk is available at position j if
Pj��

i�� A�i��Ak �

W�j��� �Kj � that is� if Ak � W�j��� �Kj �
Pj��

i�� A�i��
It turns out that F�jAj � Bj� I�j� � Kj j

P
W�j� is solved by a greedy algorithm�

which we call the Smallest Index rule� choose from the set of jobs that are available
for processing at time W�j��� � Kj the job with smallest index� for j � �� � � � � n� where
W��� � �� Let � denote the schedule obtained through the Smallest Index rule�

Before showing that � is optimal for F�jAj � Bj� I�j� � Kj j
P
W�j�� we �rst derive a

useful property concerning the structure of ��

Lemma �
 Consider an arbitrary job Ji in �� There are no two jobs Jk and Jl in � with
i 	 k and i 	 l that are scheduled before Ji in ��

Proof� Without loss of generality� let Jk precede Jl in �� Since the Smallest Index rule
prefers Ji to Jl� we are done if we show that Ji is available for processing when Jk is
completed� Suppose that Jk occupies position j in �� Then we know that Jk starts no
later than time W�j��� � Kj � which implies that

Pj��
h��A�h� � Ak � W�j��� � Kj � Since

k � i� we have that Ai � Bi � Bk� and since Kj � Kj��� it follows that
Pj

h��A�h� �Ai �Pj��
h��A�h� �Ak �Ai �W�j��� �Kj �Ai �W�j��� �Kj�� �Bk � W�j� �Kj��� �

��



Theorem �� The schedule � that is obtained through the Smallest Index rule solves
F�jAj � Bj� I�j� � Kj j

P
W�j��

Proof� Suppose to the contrary that � is not optimal� let 
 denote an optimal schedule�
Compare � and 
� starting at the �rst position� suppose that the �rst di�erence occurs at
position j� Let Jk and Jl be the jobs that occupy the jth position in � and 
� Due to the
way � is constructed� we must have k 	 l� hence� Bk � Bl� Consider the part of 
 that
follows after Jl� De�ne V as the set containing the jobs with index smaller than l that
are scheduled after Jl in 
� We modify 
� which results in a schedule �
� by scheduling all
jobs in V in order of nondecreasing index immediately after Jl and before all other jobs�
while preserving the order of the other jobs� From the proof of Lemma �� and Aj � Bj

	j � �� � � � � n
 it follows immediately that �
 is feasible� the cost of �
 is no more than the
cost of 
� since �
 can be obtained from 
 by applying a set of adjacent interchanges in
which jobs with lower index 	and hence smaller Bj values
 are moved to the left� If we
swap Jk and Jl in �
� then we obtain a feasible schedule 	Jk occupies this position in �� so
it is available in �
 too� and all jobs between Jl and Jk in �
 have index smaller than k
�
If Bk 	 Bl� then this swap decreases the cost of �
� which contradicts the optimality of 
�
Hence� we must have Bk � Bl� and we swap Jk and Jl in �
 without increasing the cost
and without creating an infeasibility�

A repetition of this argument shows that � is an optimal schedule� �

Theorem �� Let � be obtained by the Smallest Index rule for F�jAj � Bj� I�j� � Kj j
P
W�j��

Then the point 	
P
W�j�	�
� I���	�
� � � � � I�n�	�

 is Pareto optimal�

Proof� Since � is optimal for F�jAj � Bj� I�j� � I�j�	�
j
P
W�j�� we have to show that

there is no schedule 
 corresponding to another point with the same
P
W�j� value that

dominates the point corresponding to �� Suppose to the contrary that such a schedule

 does exist� Determine again the �rst position in which � and 
 di�er� suppose this is
position j� Let Jk and Jl 	with k 	 l
 be the jobs occupying this position in � and 
�
respectively� Since I�j�	

 � I�j�	�
� we have Al � Ak� Unless Jk and Jl are identical� in
which case we simply swap them in 
 and repeat the argument� we must have Bk 	 Bl�
as k 	 l� Application of the interchange argument used in the proof of Theorem ��
shows that we can decrease

Pn
j��W�j� without creating an infeasibility with respect to the

constraints I�j� � I�j�	�
� This contradicts the optimality of 
� however� �

Corollary �� We can restrict ourselves to schedules obtained through the Smallest Index
rule when solving F�jAj � Bj j

P
Cj�

Proof� Let 
 be any optimal schedule for F�jAj � Bjj
P
Cj� de�ne Kj � I�j�	

� for

j � �� � � � � n� Let � be the schedule that is obtained by the Smallest Index rule when
solving F�jAj � Bj � I�j� � Kj j

P
W�j�� Then

Pn
j��W�j�	�
 �

Pn
j��W�j�	

� as both �

and 
 are feasible� Since 
 is an optimal schedule for F�jAj � Bjj
P
Cj� both 
 and �

correspond to the same Pareto optimal point� �

��



We have implicitly assumed so far that the vector K is such that for any position there is
always at least one job available� We will now specify the smallest such vector� which we
call K�� We �rst run the Smallest Index rule� where we choose the unscheduled job with
smallest Aj value to occupy position i if there is no job that can be scheduled without
creating any additional idle time on M�� We then put K�

j equal to I�j�	�
� where � is the
schedule obtained in the previous step� Note that we can obtain K� from the schedule in
which the jobs are processed in order of nondecreasing Aj values as well�

Theorem �� The upper bound vector K� is minimal in every component�

Proof� We have to show that an upper bound vector K with Ki 	 K�
i for some i �

f�� � � � � ng cannot lead to a feasible schedule� Suppose to the contrary that there exists
a vector �K that leads to a feasible schedule� whereas it is smaller than K� in some
component� Let �� and �� be the schedules determined by the Smallest Index rule for
F�jAj � Bj � I�j� � K�

j j
P
W�j� and F�jAj � Bj� I�j� � �Kj j

P
W�j�� respectively� Let i be

the smallest index for which �Ki 	 K�
i � As K�

� � min��j�nAj� we must have i � �� Since
K�

i �
�Ki � �Ki�� � K�

i��� there was clearly no job that could start at the time J�i��� was
completed by M� in ��� From the proof of Lemma �� it follows immediately that this
can only be the case if the jobs J�� � � � � Ji�� occupy the �rst i � � positions� since a job
with a higher indexed predecessor does not create any additional idle time� If the �rst
	i � �
 positions in �� are occupied by the jobs J�� � � � � Ji�� as well� then M� will be idle
until at least the job that assumes mini�j�n Aj has been completed by M�� which implies
that �Ki � K�

i � Hence� some job with index higher than 	i � �
 occupies one of the �rst
	i� �
 positions in ��� Let Jl be the �rst such job� suppose Jl occupies position h � i� ��
Let Jk be the job that occupies position i in ��� then Ak � mini�j�n Aj � Al� as l � i�
From this� we obtain

�Ki � �Kh � Al �
h��X
j��

	A�j� �B�j�
 � Al �
i��X
j��

	Aj �Bj
 � Ak �
i��X
j��

	Aj �Bj
 � K�
i �

where we used that the �rst 	h � �
 jobs in �� belong to the set fJ�� � � � � Ji��g and that
Aj � Bj for j � �� � � � � i� �� This contradiction clearly settles the argument� �

Lemma �� decrees that in a schedule determined through the Smallest Index rule each
job has at most one higher indexed predecessor� Hence� if in such a schedule Jl occupies
position k� with k 	 l� then Jk� � � � � Jl�� must occupy the positions k � �� � � � � l� This
special structure enables us to partition the schedule in blocks� Start with J���� Block Z�

contains J��� and all lower indexed successors of J���� after which we get the next job as
the �rst job in block Z�� etc�

��



Theorem �� The blocks satisfy the following properties�

�� The jobs in a block are scheduled in order of index� except for the �rst one�


� There is no idle time on M� within a block�

� If the upper bound vector K is �partly	 increased� then the jobs in a block occupy the
same set of positions in the new schedule�

�� The order of the jobs in the block headed by J�j� can be altered by increasing Kj only�
when K�� � � � �Kj�� are not decreased� the block splits into smaller blocks then�

Proof� The �rst two properties follow immediately from the proof of Lemma ��� The
third property follows from the selection mechanism of the Smallest Index rule� since K
is not decreased� there is no need to select a higher indexed job from a later block� which
implies that �rst all jobs from Z� are scheduled� then the jobs from Z�� etc� The order in
which the jobs from a block Zj are scheduled may be di�erent� though�

The fourth property follows from the �rst and third property and the selection mecha�
nism of the Smallest Index rule� unlessKj is increased such that some unscheduled smaller
indexed job is available to be scheduled at position j� the former J�j� will be chosen again�
which �xes the order in the block� �

Given the Pareto optimal schedule that is obtained by solving F�jAj � Bj � I�j� 	 K�
j j
P
W�j�

through the Smallest Index rule� it follows immediately from Theorem �� that in order
to determine another Pareto optimal point we have to 	partly
 increase the vector K
such that in some block another job can be scheduled �rst in that block� The amount of
idle time by which K has to be increased is readily computed� Starting with the blocks
that the schedule corresponding to K� is partitioned into� we determine a kind of hier�
archical tree in which we store all blocks that occur when the corresponding part of K
is increased� For instance� if we have as a node in the tree block Z�� which consists of
the jobs J�� J�� J�� J� J�� J�� J�� then we compute the minimal increase of K� necessary to
let some other job become available for position �� The Smallest Index rule then �nds
another schedule for this part� for example J� J�� J�� J�� J�� J�� J�� This part splits into
the blocks J� J�� J� and J�� J�� J�� J�� which are stored as the direct descendants of Z��
Note that we do not care about the amount of idle time needed in preceding blocks�

The number of di�erent blocks amounts to no more than 	�n� �
� as is easily shown
by induction� the n blocks that contain only one job are among these 	�n � �
 blocks�
Index the blocks according to the position that the �rst and last job occupy� a block
Zkm occupies the positions k� � � � �m� Due to Lemma ��� this block contains the jobs
Jk� � � � � Jm� Note that the blocks that contain a job Jk are due to a strict hierarchy� since
each block except the ones from the schedule corresponding to K� has been obtained by
splitting a higher ranked block� We denote the value of the upper bound on Kk that is
necessary to allow block Zkm by I	Zkm
�

��



Theorem �� Let � be any schedule obtained through the Smallest Index rule� partition
� into blocks� The set of blocks � is partitioned into forms a subset of Z�

Proof� This is due to the fact that the nodes in the tree are constructed by applying the
Smallest Index rule to the corresponding part of the schedule� the outcome of which is a
Pareto optimal partial schedule� �

All we have to do is �nd the right combination of blocks from the set Z� The number
of possibilities is not polynomially bounded� however� Therefore� we apply a dynamic
programming procedure to determine the optimal solution for F�jAj � Bjj

P
Cj� The

dynamic programming procedure is based on the optimality principle that any optimal
partial schedule for the jobs Jk� � � � � Jn that starts with a block Zkm must constitute
an optimal partial schedule for the jobs Jm��� � � � � Jn subject to the side�constraint that
I�m��� � I�m� � I�k�� for m � k� � � � � n� the cost of a partial schedule is simply the sum of
the completion times of the corresponding jobs� The unknown factor when determining
the optimal partial schedule for Jk� � � � � Jn is I�k���� which determines the earliest start
time for this partial schedule on M�� We circumvent this problem by considering I�k��� as
a variable� which assumes values on the interval ���	
� For each I�k��� value we determine
the best partial optimal schedule for the jobs Jk� � � � � Jn� we �nd for each partial optimal
schedule the corresponding dominance interval� which name we use to refer to the I�k���
interval on which it is optimal� We use a backward recursion� given the sets of partial
optimal schedules and their dominance intervals for Jn� � � � � Jl 	l � n� � � � � k � �
� we
compute the set of partial optimal schedules and their dominance intervals for Jk� � � � � Jn�
After having added J�� we simply pick the �partial� schedule for J�� � � � � Jn that is optimal
for I��� � ��

We show that this approach leads to a polynomial algorithm by proving that when
we add Jk there are at most n � � � k partial schedules for the jobs Jk� � � � � Jn that are
not dominated for some value of I�k��� and that we can identify these schedules and their
dominance interval in polynomial time�

Suppose that for the jobs Jl� � � � � Jn 	l � n� � � � � k��
 we know the set of nondominated
partial schedules and their dominance interval� When we want to construct the set of
nondominated partial schedules for the jobs Jk� � � � � Jn� then we have to start with some
block Zkm and add a nondominated partial schedule for the jobs Jm��� � � � � Jn� Given
the value I�k���� we then �nd I�m� � I�k� � maxfI	Zkm
� I�k���g for each block Zkm � Z�
where the �rst equality follows from the property that there is no idle time on M� within
a block� From the dominance intervals of the partial schedules for Jm��� � � � � Jn we learn
immediately on which I�k��� interval the partial schedules starting with the block Zkm are
not dominated by any other partial schedule for Jk� � � � � Jn that starts with the same block
Zkm� In this way� we determine all candidate optimal partial schedules for Jk� � � � � Jn� We
still have to compare the partial schedules that start with a di�erent block� To do this
e�ciently� we need the following two theorems on the order in which we should compare
the candidate optimal schedules�

��



Theorem �� Let I� and I� denote any two values of I�k��� with I� 	 I�� let �� and ��
denote the optimal partial schedules for I� and I� �in case of more than one optimal partial
schedule for I� �I�	� we choose the one with the smallest number of jobs in the �rst block	�
Then the �rst block in �� contains at least as many jobs as the �rst block in ���

Proof� Let Zkm�
and Zkm�

be the �rst block in �� and ��� respectively� we have to prove
that m� � m�� Suppose to the contrary that m� � m�� which implies that Zkm�

succeeds
Zkm�

in the block hierarchy�
First suppose that I� � I	Zkm�


� In that case� �� starts with Zkm�
� which can be

replaced with Zkm�
and some other blocks without increasing Ij for any Jj in �� and

without increasing the cost of the schedule� This new schedule dominates ��� con�
tradiction� Therefore� we must have I� 	 I	Zkm�


� As �� starts with Zkm�
� we have

I�j�	��
 � I	Zkm�

 � I� � I�� for j � k� � � � � n� where I�j�	��
 denotes the total amount of

idle time in �� on M� before J�j�� Hence� the cost of �� does not change if we increase
I�k��� from I� to I�� Since �� is the optimal partial schedule for I�k��� � I�� its cost must
be smaller than the cost of �� 	the strict inequality is imposed by our tie�breaking rule
that we prefer a smaller number of jobs in the �rst block
� As I� 	 I�� �� is a feasible
partial schedule for I�k��� � I� with smaller cost than ��� contradiction� �

Theorem �� Let I� and I� �I� 	 I�	 denote any two values of I�k��� for which the
corresponding optimal partial schedules �� and �� are di�erent� Then �� is partitioned
into fewer blocks than ���

Proof� We prove the theorem by induction on l � n � k� For l � �� the desired result
follows from Theorem ��� Suppose that the theorem holds for l � �� � � � � n�k��� we have
to show that it holds for the jobs Jk� � � � � Jn as well� First� suppose that �� and �� start with
the same block Zkm� Then� I�m�	��
 � I�k�	��
 � maxfI	Zkm
� I�g � maxfI	Zkm
� I�g �
I�m�	��
� In case of I�m�	��
 � I�m�	��
� we add the same partial schedule to both blocks
Zkm� which implies that �� � ��� contradiction� Hence� we must have I�m�	��
 	 I�m�	��
�
and we get the desired result from our induction hypothesis�

Now suppose that �� and �� are headed by di�erent blocks Zkm�
and Zkm�

� be�
cause of Theorem ��� m� � m�� Since Zkm�

is obtained by splitting Zkm�
� the jobs

Jm���� � � � � Jm�
constitute one or more blocks in ��� after which the optimal partial sched�

ule for Jm���� � � � � Jn follows� Once more� we have I�m��	��
 � I�m��	��
� In case of equal�
ity� �� and �� have the same optimal partial schedule for Jm���� � � � � Jn� in case of an
inequality� we obtain from the induction hypothesis that the optimal partial schedule for
Jm���� � � � � Jn is either the same in both �� and ��� or splits into fewer blocks in �� than
in ��� �

Corollary �	 The number of partial schedules for the jobs Jk� � � � � Jn that are nondomi�
nated on some interval of I�k��� amounts to no more than n � � � k� the total number of
optimal partial schedules is O	n�
� �

��



Let Zk denote the set of blocks Zkm 	m � k� � � � � n
 that appear in the block hierarchy� We
will show in the next theorem how to determine the relevant blocks� that is� the blocks
that head an optimal partial schedule covering Jk� � � � � Jn� Given a block Zkm � Zk�
de�ne �km as the partial schedule for Jk� � � � � Jn that starts with Zkm and is followed by
the partial schedule for Jm��� � � � � Jn that is optimal for I�m� � I	Zkm
� Compute for each
schedule �km its cost 	the total completion time
 for I�k��� � I	Zkm
�

Theorem �
 The block Zkm � Zk is relevant if and only if �km has cost smaller than all
its successors in the block hierarchy�

Proof� We start with the observation that for any p � m� �kp is dominated by �km
for any value I�k��� � I	Zkm
� as Zkp can then be split into Zkm and some other blocks
without increasing the cost�

As to the �if� part� suppose that �km satis�es this condition� we will show that it is
the best partial schedule for I�k��� � I	Zkm
� Because of the observation above� only
the partial schedules headed by some successor Zkl of Zkm in the block hierarchy are
able to dominate �km for this value of I�k���� But since I	Zkm
 	 I	Zkl
� it is best for
I�k��� � I	Zkm
 to add to Zkl the partial schedule for Jl��� � � � � Jn that is optimal for
I�l� � I	Zkl
� which gives us �kl� Since the start times in �kl are not a�ected by decreasing
I�k��� from I	Zkl
 to I	Zkm
� we know that it is dominated by �km�

As to the �only if� part� suppose that some �km with l 	 m has smaller cost than �km�
Since Zkm precedes Zkl in the block hierarchy� I	Zkl
 � I	Zkm
� Our initial observation
implies that �km can only dominate �kl for some value I�k��� 	 I	Zkl
� No matter which
value of I�k��� is chosen then� the start times in �kl are the same as in the case I�k��� �
I	Zkl
� whereas some of the jobs in �km may be delayed in comparison to the situation in
which I�k��� � I	Zkm
� Therefore� �kl will dominate �km for any value of I�k��� 	 I	Zkl
�
Adding another partial schedule for the jobs Jm��� � � � � Jn to Zkm yields a partial schedule
that is dominated by �km for I�k��� � I	Zkm
� which implies that it can never beat �kl on
the interval �I	Zkm
� I	Zkl
�� since increasing I�k��� never leads to a decrease in cost� �

As a corollary� we know that� if Zkp is the largest relevant block in Zk� then �kp is the
optimal partial schedule for I�k��� � ��

Suppose that we have a partial schedule � for Jk� � � � � Jn that is optimal on some in�
terval of I�k���� let Zkm be the �rst block in this schedule� To determine its dominance
interval� we have to compare it with the partial schedules that are the �rst to become
optimal when I�k��� is increased� Theorem �� implies that these are the partial schedules
that� either start with Zkm� or with the �rst relevant successor of Zkm in the block hi�
erarchy� which we assume to be Zkl� The �rst possibility is easy� as already mentioned
before� everything we need follows from the dominance intervals of the partial schedules
for Jm��� � � � � Jn� The second possibility implies that we have to compare � with �kl and
determine the smallest value of I�k��� for which �kl dominates �� This can be done through
a straightforward comparison� the time complexity of which we will analyze later�
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Given these two values of I�k���� we choose the partial schedule corresponding to the
smaller of the two as the next partial optimal schedule 	in case both times are equal� we
choose �kl
� We continue in this fashion until no competitors are left� Since we �nd a
new partial optimal schedule� of which there are no more than n� k � �� this procedure
runs in O	nT 
 time� where O	T 
 is the time needed for comparing the two schedules�
Before analyzing this running time� we �rst state the complete algorithm for solving
F�jAj � Bjj

P
Cj �

Algorithm Solved
Step �� Determine K� and solve F�jAj � Bj � I�j� � K�

j j
P
W�j��

Step �� Determine the block hierarchy� k  n�

Step �� Given the set of optimal partial schedules for Jk� � � � � Jn and their dominance in�
tervals� determine the set of optimal partial schedules for Jk��� � � � � Jn�

Step �� k  k � �� if k � �� then go to Step ��

Step �� Select from among the partial optimal schedules for J�� � � � � Jn the one with time
� in its dominance interval�

The main work in Step � concerns the comparison of the partial schedules and the com�
putation of the switchpoint� which is the I�k��� value at which both cost values are equal�
this dominates the e�ort needed to �nd the relevant blocks� We need a way to quickly
compute the cost of a given partial schedule � for Jk� � � � � Jn for a number of I�k��� values�
Consider the cost of � as a function of I�k���� It is continuous and piecewise linear in
I�k���� when increasing I�k���� we postpone the start of some jobs 	which are all in the
beginning of the schedule
� a breakpoint occurs when the idle time on M� between two
jobs is removed� We can determine these breakpoints in O	n
 time� together with the
cost of the schedule for that value of I�k���� and the gradient of the function� Moreover� if
we add this partial schedule to some block Zh�k��� then we can easily determine the cost
function for this new schedule� as a new breakpoint will occur at time I	Zh�k��
 and the
characteristics of the separate breakpoints all change in the same way� Given the charac�
teristics of the cost function� we can compute in O	log n
 the function value for each I�k���
value by determining the breakpoint immediately to the left of it through some binary
search�

When we want to compute the value of the switchpoint� then we need to compare
two cost functions� Given these cost functions� we can determine the breakpoints imme�
diately to the left of the switchpoint in O	log n
 time through binary search� after which
�nding the actual switchpoint has become trivial� Since we need to carry out one such
computation for each optimal partial schedule� of which there are O	n�
� we are done in
O	n� log n
 time� if we neglect the time that we need to invest to �nd the characteristics
of the cost functions�

Obtaining the characteristics of the cost functions is done by patching the charac�
teristics of the blocks that the cost function consists of together� When we have the
characteristics of a partial schedule in front of which we want to add some block� then we
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determine the characteristics of this block in O	n
 time and �notify� the partial schedule
that this block is inserted� which takes constant time� Since there are O	n
 blocks in the
block hierarchy and since we only consider O	n�
 partial schedules� the construction of
the cost function of all partial schedules takes O	n�
 time altogether�

Corollary �� Algorithm Solved can be implemented to run in O	n� log n
 time� �
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